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Abstract 
The transition wake fields excited by relativistic point charge in cylindrical resistive round pipe 
are studied. The problem has been solved for the infinite pipe with abrupt change of the walls 
conductivity from perfect boundary condition to resistive. The analytical presentation of the 
longitudinal monopole wake field is given. 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of the physics of ultra-short, ultra-low emittance relativistic electron beams 
drives to the necessity of exact derivation of the wake fields induced by point charge during the 
interaction with its environment. Although large number of such electro-dynamical problems in 
steady state regime have been well understood and derived in the terms of the structure 
impedance and wake potentials [1,2], the transition effects in some cases are still missed from 
the general picture. The importance of the knowledge on the transition behavior of the excited 
fields is driven also by both better understanding of physical processes and the proper 
application of the numerical codes to evaluate the excited fields in real structure.      
   The radiation excited by the relativistic charged particle in the infinite round pipe with finite 
conductivity wall material is presented in number of Refs. [1-6]. The impedance of finite length 
resistive tube has been derived in Refs. [7,8].  
In this paper, the study of the longitudinal transition wake fields in resistive tube is given. The 
explicit presentation for the transient wake fields is given when the charge travels along the axis 
of cylindrically symmetric resistive pipe.  It is shown that the characteristic distance  [1,5] 
used in resistive wake field derivation defines the typical transition length of steady state wake 
field formation.   
0s
In our calculations we will drop a very high frequency term arising from the displacement 
current, a term which becomes important only when p~ ωω , with pω  the plasma frequency of 
the free electrons in the metal. Although this term is the source of the secondary fields, the 
energy loss is negligibly small [9] and is usually neglected in the classical treatment of the 
problem [6].  
    
TRANSIENT WAKE FIELDS AND IMPEDANCE 
 
Consider the ultra-relativistic point charge  moving with the velocity of light  along the -
axis of infinite round pipe with the abrupt change of the walls conductivity at position 
q c z
0=z  
(Fig.1). The pipe walls are the perfectly conducting material at  and have the finite 
conductivity at , the pipe radius  is constant and the wall thickness is infinite. In perfectly 
conducting pipe the charge with the constant velocity does not excite electromagnetic fields as 
the image charge on wall surface is propagating synchronously with charge inside the vacuum 
pipe. Starting from the transition at the point 
0  z <
0  z > b
0=z  the surface current is retarding and the charge 
field lines are perturbed to satisfy new boundary condition. The electromagnetic field of the 
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Fig.1. The geometry of the problem 
 
charge is penetrating to the metallic walls leading to the Ohmic losses in the walls. The energy is 
taken from the energy of the charge and the charge excites the wake fields.  The transition 
behavior extends unless the retarding surface current reaches its steady state regime, in the 
meantime the steady state wake fields associated with the charge are formed.  
The boundary conditions on the inner surface of the perfectly conducting walls ( )brz =< ,0  
are given by the vanishing of the tangential electrical component of the field. In the pipe region 
with finite conductivity ( )brz => ,0  we assume the Leontovich boundary conditions [10] that 
are valid for metallic surface.  
   Let us start with relativistic charge  moving with the velocity of light  in perfectly 
conducting pipe. The nonzero Fourier components of the electromagnetic fields synchronously 
moving with the charge are given by  
q c
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where ω  is the frequency, 0ε  is the dielectric constant, ck /ω=  is the wave number. In resistive 
pipe ( ) the nonzero Fourier components of the fields satisfy the following equation  0>z
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with ikzer
r
q −= )(δρ  and the Leontovich boundary condition at br =   
θζ BEz ⋅−=                                                                         (3) 
with cj σωµζ 0=  metallic surface complex impedance, cσ  metal conductivity, 0µ  magnetic 
permeability. The common solution of the homogeneous Maxwell equations finite in the 
structure axis ( ) is given by the Bessel function and is read as  0=r
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with [ ]22 b)(uk)(p ωω −=  the propagation constant and )(),( ωω BA  arbitrary coefficients. 
The boundary condition (3) along with the expression for the propagation constant defines the 
dispersion relation for the electromagnetic waves in resistive pipe  
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The general solution of the inhomogeneous Maxwell equations is then given by  
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The Leontovich boundary condition for the full field is read as 
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that leads to kp =)(ω  (u only the synchronous component of the field contributes into the 
interaction) and the following relation for the coefficient  
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The quantity  coincides with the monopole longitudinal impedance per unit length of 
infinite resistive tube [1,5] and can be presented as  
)(Z st ω
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with π1200 =Z  the impedance of the free space, k 00 ks=  the dimensionless wave number and 
 the characteristic distance given by  0s
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. The unknown coefficient B  is defined by the matching of the components  at θBEz , 0=z  that 
leads to AB −= . The radial component of electric field has discontinuity at  due to abrupt 
change of the boundary conditions in our model. Note, that in resistive pipe the radial component 
of the steady state solution has discontinuity at the metallic surface 
0z =
br =  [2].  
   Thus the non-vanishing field components in resistive tube are given by  
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The corresponding longitudinal wake field in time domain induced by point charge in resistive 
pipe is given by the inverse Fourier transform  
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The impedance  has two resudes )(Z st ω i3k0 +±=  and the second term of (12) corresponds 
to the longitudinal wake potential of the point charge in infinitely long pipe  [5,6].  
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where  is the distance behind the driving charge. Note, that the field vanish 
( 0 ) in front of the charge (
zcts −=
=)(sE stz 0<s ) due to causality principle.  For our geometry this term 
represents the steady state solution.  
   The first term in (12) can be evaluated similarly to steady state solution  
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Thus the longitudinal wake field excited in the resistive pipe ( ) is given by 0>z
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with the causality principle of vanishing electromagnetic fields  in front of the 
charge ( )  as for t  the longitudinal component of electromagnetic field is zero for 
. Note, that for any  the electromagnetic field components  vanish at 
0)t,z(Ez =
θB,Ez
ctz > 0=
0t >0>z 0z = .  
   The monopole longitudinal impedance ( )ωZ  per unit length in resistive part of the tube is 
given by  
( ) dze)z,(E
L
1Z ikz
L
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z∫= ωω                                                      (16) 
and according to (12) is presented by the sum of the steady-state impedance ( )ωstZ  and the 
transition impedance  caused by the abrupt change of the wall conductivity at ( )ωtrZ 0=z  
 ( ) ( ) ( )ω+ω=ω trst ZZZ       (17) 
with 
( ) ( )
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where  is the length of resistive part of the tube.  For the large parameter   the 
contribution of the transition impedance to general impedance vanishes.  
L kL ( )1>>kL
 
DISSCUSSIONS 
 
Excited wake fields in the resistive pipe are the superposition of the steady state wake-
fields and the transition fields. While the steady state electromagnetic fields depend on the 
distance behind the driving charge zcts −= , the transition fields depend on both the driving 
charge position  and time . The excited fields are zero for z t 0<t
0 =
 (before the charge reaches 
the transition) and for s  (in front of the charge). Fig. 2 presents the dependence of 
normalized retarding electric field experienced by the charge U  ( s ) from the 
0<
st
zz E/E− 0=
 4
charge travel distance  in resistive tube ( ). The field is normalized to the retarding 
electric field at  of steady state solution. The charge response to tube surface conductivity 
change is essential at the charge travel distance of 3  when the retarding field smoothly 
transforms to steady state regime. Thus the physical meaning of the distance  actually is the 
characteristic transition length of steady state wake field formation in resistive tube. 
qz 0zq ≥
0=s
0s
0s
0(stz
=zqz
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Fig. 2 Retarding electric field seen by driving charge after passing the transition at 0=z . 
 
Fig. 3 presents the normalized longitudinal wake fields U  for various 
traveling distances  of the driving charge after its passage the transition at .  Again the 
steady state solution reached at the driving charge travel distance of  . 
)E/)s(E)s( z−=
0
0q s3z =
 
Fig.3  The longitudinal wake field behind the driving charge after passing the transition at 0=z .  
Charge position in resistive tube is given by 0sd  ( 3,2,5.1,1,5.0= ). 
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SUMMARY 
 
   We examined the transition behavior of the wake fields excited by ultrarelativistic charge in 
resistive pipe. The analytical presentation of the excited longitudinal electric field is given, that 
shows the smooth transition to the steady state regime at charge travel distance of few - the 
characteristic distance in resistive wakefield derivation. The impedance per unit length is derived 
in transition regime.  
0s
  The results of the work can be useful for evaluation of the transition wakefields and impedances 
in the vacuum chamber with non-uniform metallic boundary conditions along the charge 
trajectory.  
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